
               Power Raised to a Power (Chapter 1 Lesson 4) Answer Key 

Objectives:  Students can evaluate expressions with two exponents. 

                   Students can simplify expressions with two exponents. 

 

So far we have worked with terms involving one exponent.  In this lesson we will 

be evaluating and simplifying terms that have two exponents.   

 

 

When there is a base that is raised to an exponent and that is raised to another 

exponent, it is called a power to a power or a power of a 

power. 
      (2 )  

 

The base (2) is being raised to the third power (3) and all of that is raided to 

the forth power (4). 

 

1)  Simplify each power to a power.  Then evaluate. 

Examples: 

 

a)   = means (2 2 2)  which means (2 2 2) times (2 2 2) times (2 2

2) times (2 2 2) so it simplifies to  = 4,096  

 

because 2 is being used as a factor 12 times.   

 

b)   = means  which means  times  so it 

simplifies to  = 6,561 

 

because 3 is being used as a factor 8 times 

 

c)   = means  which means  times  so it 

simplifies to  = 15,625 

 

because 5 is being used as a factor 6 times. 

3 •3 •3 •3  3 •3 •3 •3 

5 •5 •5  5 •5 •5 



 

 

 

d)   = means ( )  which means ( ) times ( ) times ( ) so it 

simplifies to  = 4,096 

 

because 4 is being used as a factor 6 times. 

 

 

e)  = means  which means  times  times 

 times  times  so it simplifies to   

 

because 6 is being used a factor 20 times. 

 

f)   = means  which means  times 

 times  so it simplifies to  = -
1,073,741,824 

 

because -4 is being used as a factor 15 times. 

 

 

g)   = means  which means  times  so it 

simplifies to  = 4,826,809 

 

 

 

2)  Do these on your own.  Then evaluate. 
 

a)   =  means _____________________________________________ 

 

                   which means _________________________________________  

 

                   so it simplifies to _____________ 

 

                   which = ___________________   

6 •6 •6 •6  6 •6 •6 •6 

6 •6 •6 •6  6 •6 •6 •6  6 •6 •6 •6 

−4•−4•−4•−4•−4 

−4•−4•−4•−4•−4  −4•−4•−4•−4•−4 

13 •13 •13  13 •13 •13 



b)   =  means _____________________________________________ 

 

                   which means _________________________________________  

 

                   so it simplifies to _____________ 

 

                   which = ___________________ 

 

c)   =  means _____________________________________________ 

 

                   which means _________________________________________  

 

                   so it simplifies to _____________ 

 

                   which = ___________________ 

 

d)  =  means _____________________________________________ 

 

                   which means _________________________________________  

 

                   so it simplifies to _____________ 

 

                   which = ___________________ 

 

 

e)   =  means _____________________________________________ 

 

                   which means _________________________________________  

 

                   so it simplifies to _____________ 

 

                   which = ___________________ 

 

 

3)  Simplify each term.  Do NOT evaluate.   

Examples 

a)   =  means  

 

                   which means  times  times  times  

 

                   so it simplifies to  

 

a •a •a  a •a •a  a •a •a  a •a •a 



b)   =  means  

                      which means  times  times  

            times   

                     so it simplifies to  

 

 

 

c)   = means  

                    which means  times  times  

                    so it simplifies to  

 

       * Notice how the “b” doesn’t have a visible exponent  (the invisible one is the exponent at the 

beginning) with it inside of the parenthesis, but it ends up with one when the term is simplified. 

        *We could also go ahead and simplify the  part, but not concentrating on evaluating in these 

examples. 

 

 

 

d)   = means  

                    which means  times  times  times  times   

                    so it simplifies to  

 

       * Notice how the “9”, “a”, and “b” do not have any visible exponents (all of them have the 

invisible 1 at the beginning) at the beginning, but all of them end up with an exponent after the 

term is simplified. 

        *We could also go ahead and simplify the  part, but not concentrating on evaluating in these 

examples. 

 

 

 

e)   = means  

                            which means  times 

  

                            times  times  

times  

                             

                            so it simplifies to  

 

        *We could also go ahead and simplify the  part, but not concentrating on evaluating in 

these examples. 

 

 

 

a •a •b •b •b  a •a •b •b •b  a •a •b •b •b 

a •a •b •b •b 

4 •4 •b  4 •4 •b  4 •4 •b 

9ab  9ab  9ab  9ab  9ab 

−3•−3•−3•−3•a •a •b •b •b 

−3•−3•−3•−3•a •a •b •b •b 
−3•−3•−3•−3•a •a •b •b •b  −3•−3•−3•−3•a •a •b •b •b 

−3•−3•−3•−3•a •a •b •b •b 



4)  Do these on your own!!    Simplify each term.  Do NOT evaluate.   
      

a)   =  means ________________________________________________________________ 

 

                      which means 

________________________________________________________________ 

                    

                      so it simplifies to ___________________ 

 

 

b)   = means ________________________________________________________________ 

 

                      which means 

________________________________________________________________ 

                    

                      so it simplifies to ___________________ 

 

c)   = means ________________________________________________________________ 

 

                      which means 

________________________________________________________________ 

                    

                      so it simplifies to ___________________ 

 

 

d)   = means ________________________________________________________________ 

 

                      which means 

________________________________________________________________ 

                    

                      so it simplifies to ___________________ 

 

 

 

e)   = means 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

                      which means 

________________________________________________________________ 

                    

                      so it simplifies to ___________________ 

 

 



5)  Fill in the blank with added, multiplied, divided, or subtracted.  Use the 

examples to help you determine the shortcut. 

 

When simplifying  expressions that have a power raised to another power, the 

bases must be the same and the exponents are ______________________ to 

simplify the expression.  The shortcut is the power of a product law of 

exponents. 
 

 

6)  Simplify each term below.  Do not evaluate because we are practicing using 

the power of a product law of exponents. 

 

Examples using the power of product law of exponents. 
 

a)  = using short cut    

   *Remember the “b” starts out the invisible 1. 

       *Remember 4(3) means 4 times 3 and 2(3) means 2 times 3 and 1(3) means 1  

                                         times 3 

                               so it simplifies to  

 

 

b)   = using the shortcut  

                           so it simplifies to  

 

 

c)   = using the short cut  

                           so it simplifies to  

 

 

d)   = using the short cut  

                         so it simplifies to  

   *Notice the “x” has a negative exponent. 

 

 

e)  = using the short cut  

                            so it simplifies to  

   *Notice the negatives.  A negative times a positive is a negative, and a negative  

                                         times a negative is a positive. 

 



7)  Do these on your ouw!   Simplify each term below.  Do not evaluate because 

we are practicing using the power of a product law of exponents. 

 
 

a)   = using short cut    

   

                 so it simplifies to  

 

 

 

b)    = using the shortcut  

                              

                                  so it simplifies to  

 

 

 

c)   = using the short cut  

                            

                                so it simplifies to  

 

 

 

d)   = using the short cut  

                          

                               so it simplifies to  

    

 

 

e)  = using the short cut  

                             

                                      so it simplifies to  

 

 

8)  Evaluate each problem below.   

Examples: 

a)   +  = ADDITION PROBLEM, NOT LIKE BASE 

     +  = 

     8 + 4,096  = 

       4,104 

 

 

 



b)  -  =  SUBTRACTION PROBLEM, NO LIKE BASES 

       -  = 

    262,144 - 65,536 = 

        196,608                      

       

 

 

c) -   =  SUBTRACTION, LIKE BASES   

      -  = 

    4,096 - 256 = 

     3,840 

 

 

 

d) +   =  ADDITION, NO LIKE BASES  

      +  = 

     729 + 256 = 

           985 

 

 

e)  + = ADDITION, LIKE BASES 

      +  = 

   4,096 + 1,024 =  

       5,120 

 

 

* When you have an addition or subtraction problem there 

IS NOT any short cut to use.  Just simplify each part, and 

then add or subtract. 

 
9)  Do these on your own!!!  Evaluate each problem below. 
 

a)  +   =  

 

 

 

 

b)   -   = 

 



 

 

 

c)   -   = 

 

 

 

 

d)   +   = 

 

 

 

 

10)  Log into ixl.com and complete 8th grade F11 assignments to get more 

practice on using the power of a product law of exponents..  Make sure you 

sign in using your user name and password so I can see your score. 

 

11)  Log into USA Test Prep to complete “Math 8 Chapter 1 Lesson 4 Quiz.”   


